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Bash



History of the Bash Shell

● Bourne Again Shell

● Replacement for Bourne Shell (sh)



Bourne Shell (sh)

● Created in 1979 by Stephen Bourne at Bell Labs
● Default shell for Unix version 7
● Replacement for the Thompson Shell

○ First unix shell 

● Used as an interactive command interpreter, it was also 
intended as a scripting language



...So why Bourne Again?

● FSF considered a free shell so strategic for a GNU system, 
so they funded it themselves
○ SH had licensing issues

● Supports command completion, brace expansion, 
command history



What does it look like?

- $PS1:  variable stores bash prompt

- $PS2: stores continuation prompt

- $PS3: prompt used by `select` in shell scripts

- $PS4: Used by `set -x` for debugging

-

[\u@\h \W]\$



Common Bash Commands

● cd
○ Change directory

● pwd
○ Print working directory

● kill <process>
○ Kill/stop a specific running process

● echo <foo>
○ Print foo to screen



Cool Bash 

- Bashrc, bash_history
- Bash aliases

- Alias open=”xdg-open”

- Loops
- for file in directory/*; do echo $file; done

- Environment variables
- See currently set variables with `env`



Fish





What is Fish?

● Fish = Friendly Interactive SHell
● Written by Axel Liljencrantz in 2005
● Fish is considered an “exotic shell”, meaning that its 

syntax is not derived from the Bourne shell (ksh, bash, 
zsh) or derived from the C shell (csh, tcsh)

● Makes your shell experience not necessarily easier, but 
friendlier, more productive, and more approachable



Cool stuff with Fish

● Out of the box components by default
● Default syntax highlighting
● Remarkably configurable

○ Oh My Fish 

○ Use your Vim color configuration!

● Aliases & Abbreviations
○ alias gs=“git status”

○ abbr gs “git status”

● Command/Argument autocompletion



So what is the difference?

● Fish has unique syntax 
○ Bash-like, but not

● No more fi or esac!
● POSIX compliant… sorta… kinda… maybe… 

depends...
● Fish tries to be different

○ Command interpretation

○ System resource usage

○ Shell friendliness and learning curve

○ Designed for productivity



ZSH



What is ZSH

- Written by Paul Falstad in 1990 while 

attending Princeton University.

- The name came from a Professor Zhong Shao  

since his username was zsh.

- ZSH is an interactive unix shell that is an 

extension of Bash with many improvements.

- ZSH Config  file is in the home directory called 

.zshrc 



Why is ZSH Cool

- Lots of syntactic sugar to make your 

terminal use easier.

- Automatic cd if you type name of directory

- Recursive path expansion

- Spell correction and approximate 

completion if you hit tab

- Plugin and theme support



Oh-My-Zsh

- Open source framework for managing Zsh 

configurations

- Has 250+ extensions

- Has 125+ themes

- Auto updates!



Installing Oh-My-Zsh

Oh My ZSH has a fancy install script you can run if you trust scripts from the 
internet.

sh -c "$(wget 
https://raw.github.com/robbyrussell/oh-my-zsh/master/tools/install.sh -O -)"

https://github.com/robbyrussell/oh-my-zsh


Some of my favorite Oh-my-zsh themes:

bira

rkj-repos



Favorite Shells Continued

Agnosterzak:

- Custom Oh-my-zsh theme based on 
powerline vim plugin and agnoster theme

https://github.com/zakaziko99/agnosterzak-ohmyzsh-theme


Plugins



Bash Aliases Still and custom 
commands Works in ZSH!



More customizations for .bashrc 



Workshop: Pimp your shell

Help each other customize your 
Linux shells and send a 

screenshot to Jeffery over Slack. 
We will vote on the most 

decked out shell at the end of 
the meeting



Submissions












